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GUESTS AT COURTYARD HOTEL NEAR CALGARY ZOO COOL OFF  
WITH NEW DEAL 

The Courtyard Calgary Airport Hotel celebrates the new Penguin Plunge exhibit at 
Calgary Zoo with a new hotel deal. 

 

Calgary, Alberta, Canada – As one of the best hotels near the Calgary Zoo, it’s no 

wonder that the Courtyard Calgary Airport Hotel is so cool. 

 

The new Penguin Plunge exhibit at the Calgary Zoo invites families to chill out with some 

of the most playful creatures to ever waddle. To celebrate the exhibit’s grand opening, 

the Calgary hotel near the airport is offering families a special hotel deal. 

 

The Penguin Plunge Calgary Zoo hotel 

package includes accommodation in a 

deluxe guest room, two children’s tickets to 

the Calgary Zoo, and two pairs of penguin 

slippers, along with two collectible cups. For 

guests that have a love for penguins, this 

Calgary Airport Hotel deal is the perfect 

choice. 

 

Located just minutes from the Calgary Zoo, the Courtyard Calgary Airport Hotel offers 

the perfect hotel experience for families travelling for leisure. Spacious guest rooms 

allow everyone to have their own personal space, while great amenities like free Wi-Fi 

access in the lobby area and large in-room televisions enable everyone to unwind after 

an exciting day at the zoo. Guests can also take advantage of the fresh and delicious 

meal options served onsite at the Bistro—Eat. Drink. Connect.® 

 

http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/yycap-courtyard-calgary-airport/
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/hotel-rooms/yycap-courtyard-calgary-airport/
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To book the Penguin Plunge Calgary Zoo hotel package, enter promotional code ARN 

online or quote the code when calling 1-877-515-4094. This deal is available between 
now and March 6, 2013, on weekends. For more information, visit 
CourtyardCalgaryAirport.com 
_________________________________________________________________ 

About the Courtyard Calgary Airport 

The Courtyard Calgary Airport is conveniently located close to Calgary International 
Airport, the Calgary Zoo, and several museums and shopping malls. This Calgary hotel 
near the airport features 171 rooms and 10 suites along with nine meeting rooms and 
9,000 square feet of flexible meeting space, a 24-hour state-of-the-art fitness centre and 
onsite Bistro offering breakfast and dinner. For more information, visit 
CourtyardCalgaryAirport.com 
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